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Actually. we'll focus more 011
going to close shop? The
after we fully explore the first questions'haunt us routinely
twopOints,
because readers focus too often
The best news is you can help,
on the girth of the printed
We've posted a survey online
newspaper instead of the swath
that focuses ult news interests'
Of our products.
and your personal passions, Y()U
I've written this before, but
canfinifthe survey at
sometimes the shouts don't get
StatesmllnJourna\'comfsurvey or heard,
'
Facebook.comfStatesmanJournal.
We're do.ing fine, despite the
Take few,minutes to respond moribund economy. Still
to QUI' questions. We'll keep the
profitable. No plans at all to close
SUrVey active through Friday,
any doors.
Newspapers never were built
Yet, the doubts persist
(0 bedemocratic institutions, yet
I posed two questions 'during a

a

-,Oh, I caught the irony. As
newspaper folks, we're not great
at telling our own story.
No one has 'more paid
reporters and columnists
working in the Mid·Valley than
the Statesman Journal.
I told one ot the guests at our
brainstorming session
Thursday that we had 21
reporters/columnists.
I was wrong. It's 22,
A recent, independent market
study also showed we've grown
our impressions, i.e. eyeballs, to

about 1 millionper week. No
other mediacompetitor is close
to our reach in this market. And
no one has tbequality of our
audience.
I can continue what may feel
like a song and dance, but that's
not the point. We recognizethe
changing medJ~ landscape, and
we'd be foolish not to let you till
that soil. -
So we're doing our part by
planning a series of
brainstorming sessions with
people who live and work in the

Global
needed to combat
radiation levels
This month marked the half·
year anniversary of the
WARREN
Fukushima earthquake and
BINFORD
tsunami, and TEPCO and the
Japanese government remain
Commentary
unable to control the nuclear
emergency that continues to
unfold.
tsunami in March, 385,940
Radiation levels exceed the
Fukushima residents were
Chernobyl disaster and now
children and teenagers. Today,
reach a level that is unknown to
these children are facing
humans or machines, Radiation
widespread discrimination that
leakage from the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant was risks their lives and health,
Children are much more
so high in August it exceeded the
vulnerable to radiation exposure
mOllitoring equipment's
than adults and fetuses have the
maximum measuring capacity.
Radiation" experts estimate that greatest vulnerability of all.
Radiation is a process by which
more than 1 million people will
energy travels. High·energy
die from Fukushima's radiation.
radiation can ionize atoms.
According to Dr. Tatsuhiko
Essentially, an electron is
Kodama, the director of
knocked out ofits electron shell
Radioisotope Center at the
and the atom isleft with a net
University of Thkyo, the amount
positive charge. This can damage
of radiation released thus far is
cells. Damage to the DNA in cells
equivalent to more than 29
is especially harm ful and can
"Hiroshimil-type atomic bombs." lead toan increased risk of
Despite these IifNl1reatening
cancer.
levels of radiation contamination,
Both because of their size and
the majority of pregnant women
because their cells are rapidly
and children in Fukushima have
changing, children are more
tlot been evacuated and they
likely to be harmed when
,
occupy facilities that are unsafe. exposed to radiation than adults.
Their exposure to unhealthy
Radiation exposure occurs
levels of radiation places them at throughout our lives ali around
higher risks of cancer and other
the world,We are exposed to
me4icalconditions; induding
radiation when we sleep next to
death. It is time for the
another human being, when we
international community to
fly on airplanes, when we stand
become more involved.
Jon the ground, when we are next
Last month, half a dozen
to granite, and, of course, when
Japanese ·non·governmental
we have x·rays, mammograms or
organizations petitioned the
CT scans. That is why the
United Nations Office of the
International AtomiC Energy
Commissioner for HUnian Rights Agency has developed nuclear
to investigate the widespread
safety standards that set
violationpf children's rights in
individual radiation exposure at
the Fukushima region.
one millisievert per year,
Japanadopted that standard .
Fukushima prefecture is
and applies it to all regions in the
approximately the size of
country except Fukushima, ................
ConneCticut with a population
Following the Fukushima nuclear
similar to Houston (just over 2
accident, the radiation exposure
million residents).
staildard for the residentsof the.
Prior to the earthquake and

prefecture waS
the standard set for
the . . ... Japan, from one
miJlisievert per year to 20
millisieverts per year. This
standaraapplies to adults and
children alike.
. \Vhat is amillisievert?
. Millisieverts are one of the units
>de~l~!~,n;~~~:\~'~"'~~~i~'.~
used to measure adase of
ra~iation, Th pro"ide comparison,
20 millisievertsisthe current
maximum pertriissible doSage for
radiationworkel's in. most
countries. It islO tirrles the level
of radiation exposure from a
mammogram,2S0 tim~s the
average dose to people living
UKUlS'"1.!1'''

within lOltlilesof tHe Three Mile? 1~~~h':P:b~:0~gili~rtij~~~\~~'.I!
accident,and 4,OOOtimes the
1'1
expoSure fromdelltal x:rays.
.\Vhat does thismeallfor the
children of Fukushima? It means .•.
that if they are exposed to
20 millisieverts of radiation
withma year, they Will ha"e
1 in200 risk of getting cancer. If
the exposure lastsfortwoyears," .,
the risk is increased to one in 100..
risks. . .
.
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